
This old house Layout Instructions  
By Delys Cram 

 

MATERIALS: 

 Pink Pirouette DSP (112156) 
 12x12 Kraft Cardstock(107070) 
 12x12 Whisper White Cardstock(106529) 
 A4 Kraft CS(106554) 
 A4 Whisper White CS(106549) 
 A4 Riding Hood Red CS (116205) 
 Taffeta Riding Hood Red Ribbon(111365) 
 Hodgepodge hardware(111325) 
 Timeless Type on Board Chipboard(112083) 
 Planter Box rubons(113886) 
 Dimensionals (104430)  

STAMPS: 
 Flower fancy, vintage vogue, weathered background 
INKS: 
 So saffron, soft suede, riding hood red, Pink pirouette, really rust and basic black 



PUNCHES: 
 Large 2 step bird, eyelet border punch and small oval punch 
OTHER: 
 Big shot, timeless type junior alphabet sizzlets, Cropodile 
 Sponge and dauber. 
 
METHOD: 
 

1. Leaving the frame intact, cut an approximate 26cm square out of your 1st piece of Pink 

Pirouette paper.  

2. Cut a 23.5cm square out of your second sheet of PP paper. You don’t need to keep the 

frame 

3. Stamp all three squares i.e. Your outside frame, the inside piece you cut out and the second 

square you cut.  

4. Stamp with vintage vogue and the weathered background stamp. 

5. Wet your frame edges inside and out with an aquabrush wetting each edge at a time and 

rolling towards you. The wetter it is, the easier it will roll. Don’t worry if it rips as that is the 

look we are looking for in places. Put aside to dry.  

6. Cut a 24cm square out of whisper white cardstock. 

7. Wet the cardstock and roll edges. Put aside to dry.  

8. Stamp and sponge the remaining PP squares. Do not roll the edges. 

9. Sponge the rolled edges with Soft suede when dry but you can sponge if still damp a little.  

10. Adhere frame to the Kraft cardstock. 

11. Adhere insert of PP frame back inside of frame you should have a slight gap showing the 

Kraft background.  

12. Punch a thin strip of Riding Hood red CS with the eyelet border punch. This measures 

approximately 3x15cm. Sponge with soft suede.  

13. Adhere the centre PP paper to the rolled edged WW CS. 

14. Adhere the RHR border punch to the top left hand underside of the above WW CS and 

adhere the whole centrepiece to the centre of the LO. You framing is done! Now we are 

ready for embellishing. 

15. Stamp 8 flowers from Flower Fancy with basic black ink onto excess WW CS. Water colour 

in with aquabrush or blender pen. Adhere rubon to excess CS and cut out all flowers. Tie a 

bow and adhere to large flower or punch holes through large flower and tie a bow. Leave 

flowers to dry completely before shading again. Sponge flowers with soft suede. 

16. Adhere photos as shown. You will need to cut down 5x7 to fit into square frame. Don’t 

leave any gaps between photos. 

17. Layer the flowers over the edge on the right hand bottom corner, overlapping the photos. 

18. Cut your title with the BS/choose chipboard and cluster these slightly overlapping the 

flowers. Add the hodge podge hardware.  

19. Cut strips of CS for your journalling and sponge with basic black and really rust or soft suede 

and journal your story. Attach in strips. 

20. Punch a Bird using the large 2 step bird punch and sponge with soft suede. Attach to left 

hand top frame.  All done ..well done! 


